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eysenckandersonpdfdownload-2/ Hoffa's
conviction for bribing and other crimes was

accepted by the court. (Wikimedia Commons)
(CNSNews.com) - For 20 years the late

Teamsters President Jimmy Hoffa has been
absent from the eyes of Americans, but now his
image is being used to help a new client lobby

Congress for more federal highway funding. The
Hoffa Story: A Road Trip, which opens Thursday,

tells the life story of the Detroit labor leader
with the help of journalists and many other
people, including Hoffa’s family and friends.
Presented by Open Road Films, which says it

produced the documentary to “shed new light
on the legendary criminal case that rocked

America” and whose television version won an
Emmy, the movie is airing during opening week
of the 2014 Oscars in theaters nationwide. “If
you are interested in the big picture, this is a

film worth seeing,” said Open Road Films
president and CEO Peter Kuplen in a written

statement. “If you are interested in the actual
case, which remains unsolved to this day, this is

a film worth seeing. If you are interested in
thinking about how journalism can illuminate a
crime and bring a criminal to justice, this is a
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film worth seeing. “If you are interested in
human nature and the dynamics that are easy

to understand, this is a film worth seeing.”
Chicago’s private club is where Hoffa was later
found dead. (Wikimedia Commons) The 2012
movie “The Hoffa Wars,” which Kuplen also

produced, followed Hoffa’s 1963 disappearance
and subsequent conviction for conspiring with
Detroit Teamster boss Joseph Colombo to take

$1 million in bribes. Prodded by a federal judge,
a jury found Colombo and a former Teamster

official guilty of conspiracy, jury tampering and
other charges. Hoffa’s acquittal was the subject
of much media attention. The 2012 movie, also

starring Chris Dusseldorf and Tony
D’Alessandro, portrayed the former Teamsters

president as a patsy who was framed and
wrongly imprisoned. “The Hoffa Wars,” however,
is a far more sophisticated and well-researched
film about the power of journalism and its effect
on society. After the movie’s opening screening

at the Chicago Cultural Center on Feb. 1, an
audience of about 70 people packed in for a
question-and-answer session with Kuplen,

Hoffa’s biographer and media entrepreneur
Douglas B. Schwartz, and Anthony Tidd, the
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producer of “The Hoffa Wars.” Schwartz, who
just published a book about Hoffa, was

introduced by Kuplen as “the hero of our story.”
Schwartz said Hoffa’s “story is the story of how
we all have to break the rules to get our stories

told. 5ec8ef588b
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